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            Cyril Bosch11:18 28 Nov 22
                                First visit to Oatlands Dental lounge at the new premises. Same great service with a smile! Can definitely recommend.
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            Chris Aslett19:49 22 Nov 22
                                The team at Oatlands Dental Lounge helped me in my hour of need. An emergency same day appointment when I couldn’t find one elsewhere.Everyone, from reception to Dr Neil Paryani who looked after my treatment were exceptional. So friendly and welcoming.I can’t speak highly enough of the quality of treatment and advice  I received during my visit. If it wasn’t for them I would have ended up at A&E such was the level of pain and anguish I was in at that time.Wouldn’t hesitate to recommend.
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            Gillian Fraser09:48 09 Oct 22
                                Just over a year ago I finally plucked up the courage to visit a dentist at Oatlands Dental Lounge (thoroughly researched online) for the first time in over 30 years.  I had no choice any more, my upper front tooth had fallen out.  My gums had been receding for a few years but, because of my fear, I had kept putting it off.I needn't have worried.  Neil immediately put me at ease and over the next few weeks outlined the options for treatment, to be taken at my own pace.I now have full dental implants in my upper mouth as well as a crown and a bridge in my lower mouth.  I can honestly say that throughout the treatment I have never experienced any pain - discomfort, swelling and bruising from the extraction of my upper teeth and insertion of implant placements for a couple of days, but never any pain.  Dentistry has certainly moved on from when I was a child!!It has been a long process but the result is totally worth it and can smile confidently again.  I now enjoy my (less frequent) visits to Neil and all the whole team, the receptionists, hygienist, who are all very efficient, friendly and calming.If you are nervous of the dentist, I would thoroughly recommend this practice.
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            Andrew Nicholson20:39 20 Aug 22
                                When our son had a traumatic bicycle accident and the old family dentist let us down really badly after a night in A&E, Neil and his staff were simply amazing. This caring, happy, approachable team rapidly organised emergency treatment and set out a plan of action which produced results we barely dared hope were possible. To say they worked a minor miracle is no small understatement (thank you to you all).From the moment you step into reception you feel welcome and at ease, and that sets the tone for whatever your appointment entails.All of us are moving to Oatlands Dental Lounge, and I can now personally recommend Sarah the hygienist as well as Neil.My only regret is that we didn't find them sooner.
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            Michael Borg Darcy12:59 18 May 22
                                The Dentist kept me calm and was super reassuring. Felt NO PAIN at all, not even for the local anaesthetic in the gums.  He ensured to answer ALL my questions and saved me from the agony I had in my teeth and headboard have for over a week. He has done what no other dentist has ever done for me.  Reassurance, no pain and asked for a follow up. I will definitely use him again.
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            Natasha Agnew09:52 29 Apr 22
                                Oatlands dental lounge has been absolutely outstanding with helping me with fixing my teeth. Neil is amazing and has not only transformed my teeth but restored confidence and professional advice for my teeth. I have received orthodontics and a brace, which I am absolutely over the moon with the results and care from doctor George. Not only medically treating me and restoring my teeth, the hygienist appointments at this clinic are insane, the difference is amazing and my teeth have never looked and felt better.  I cannot express how much the dental surgery has helped me.
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            Eva Glushkova14:47 14 Apr 22
                                I had an amazing experience with Neil. He is very professional. He did my front teeth and they look better than ever! I also visit hygienist here regularly and the experience is always very positive. Everyone is very helpful and friendly! Highly recommend!
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            Naomi Wright16:37 18 Feb 22
                                I highly recommend Omesh and the team at Oatlands for oral surgery. As a nervous dental patient, I’d been putting off having all 4 wisdom teeth extracted until I met with Omesh. His calm & informative approach made the whole process smooth, comfortable and full of genuine care. I’ve been impressed (and relieved!) to have had a pain free experience using sedation & I’ve also been so grateful for the post procedure care too. Thank you so much!
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            Charlotte Fridd16:16 23 Dec 21
                                Having had a terrible cosmetic dentistry experience with another dentist in Bristol a few years ago - I was pretty nervous to start the process again. I decided to go with Oatlands after reading their excellent patient reviews and I am so, so glad I did! Neil has been absolutely amazing throughout the whole process of getting my veneers. He really listened to what I wanted to achieve, was honest and professional, and ensured perfection throughout. I couldn't be happier with the service or the results - thank you Neil & the team!
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            Dóra Bencsik12:11 06 Oct 21
                                Great hygienist, lovely staff and safety environment. I highly recommend to everyone .
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            Sean Costa15:06 01 Oct 21
                                Great hygienist. First time no pain yay! Top work as she showed me the before and after so you known the treatment worked as it should! Couldn’t recommend more!
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	Napier House
	 62 - 64 Bridge Street
	Walton-on-Thames (Near Weybridge)
	KT12 1AP


I would like to:please select
Book an Appointment
Straighten my Teeth
Replace Missing Teeth
Fix my Worn Teeth
Fix Gaps Between my Teeth
Replace my Dentures
Fix my Broken Teeth
Have Whiter Teeth
Fix my Crooked Teeth
Have a Perfect Smile
Replace my Crowns
Replace my Silver Fillings
Learn about Facial Aesthetics



Contact Us

Contact Us
Emergencies

01932 858 686
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Restore your bite with Dental Implants

LEARN MORE
FORMissing teeth & slipping dentures.
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High tech General Dentistry

LEARN MORE
FORComprehensive routine dental care.
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Turn back the hands of time with Cosmetic Dentistry

LEARN MORE
FORA Youthful & Healthy Smile.
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Professional Teeth Whitening

LEARN MORE
FORAn Effective Investment in Your Smile.
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Show off the best version of yourself with Facial Aesthetics

LEARN MORE
FORAn Extra Sparkle to Your Appearance.
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Implants
Restore your bite

LEARN MORE


FORMissing Teeth, Slipping Dentures
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Rejuvenate
Turn back the clocks of time

LEARN MORE


FORAnti Ageing, Tired Skin
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Families
We welcome generations of smiles

LEARN MORE


FORChildren and Parents / Carers
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Take our online selfie smile assessment

LEARN MORE

We Love our patients
"The experience I had at Oatlands Dental Lounge was exceptional and made me feel comfortable and supported at all times. Nothing is too complicated or too difficult and they are always at the end of the phone if I had any questions during my work to my teeth. The works have far exceeded my expectations…
Jessica Pells

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"Staffs are super friendly and dentists are professional and so helpful. Highly recommended to anyone who cares about the health of their teeth."
Amirali Nemati

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"I feel I must tell you Neil and your team how thankful I am for your understanding, caring and professionalism whilst I was undergoing a six implant procedure. The care I received was total and the implants were absolutely fantastic. I was expecting to experience some pain after but thanks to the gentle expertise, this…
Diane Woletz

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"Oatlands Dental Lounge has very good equipment and the team has very good technic skills. I have been with the clinic for about 2 years. They gave detailed explanations of different options to help me to make choice and provide services of high quality. I would like to recommend this clinic to friends."
Qingxian Wang

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"Neil took over have seen many changes. With the facilities now available at the practice, it seems that most procedures can be carried out “in-house”. Personally, I have had a variety of treatments to sort out some long-standing issues and, although one wishes that they hadn’t been necessary, Neil’s professional, friendly approach and detailed explanations…
Richard Espenhahn

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"I attended Oatlands Dental Lounge for the first time on an emergency appointment. I must say I was extremely impressed with the high level of service and professionalism I received. Roshni took the time to explain to me exactly what work will be done and showed genuine empathy for my situation. I would highly recommend…
Gary M

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"A standard of excellence! You will not find more exceptionally skilled dentists and hygienists in the UK. I highly recommend Dr George and her team, well worth the trip from London."
Maria Gregg

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"I had serious gum and tooth condition which my previous dentist couldn't handle, so I searched for a new option and I found Outlands Dental Lounge. It’s been over two years now with them. I went through periodontal treatment by a specialist, tooth extraction and two implants done. It’s been a complicated and stressful process…
Eun K Joung

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"I’ve been coming to the Oatlands Dental Lounge for years. Neil and the team have always been friendly and provided good customer care. Neil recently recommended a mouth guard as I’ve been grinding my teeth. I don’t notice the guard as I sleep and it has stopped the wear on my teeth preventing any long…
Alex Curtis

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"I have been a customer of Oatlands Dental Lounge for over thirty years. They have always offered friendly and highly professional service, and this is even more true since Neil and his team took over. I believe that I am getting the best dental care available to me."
Nick Wigley

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"Eight years ago Neil and Poonam took over the dental lounge. My wife and I were patients before they took over and we have no regrets about staying with the practice. I have had some incredibly complex treatment which, though costly has been carried out to a very high standard. My wife has also had…
Nicholas Freeborough

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"I’ve been with Neil for 8 years or so now and I am still undergoing various treatments as required. Throughout that time I have found Neil and his team to be professional and friendly and I have no intention of leaving his care/practice. So it started with an abscess! I had to see Neil in…
Neil

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question


We Love our patients
"My husband and I have both continued to use this practice since Neil and Poonam set up their team at Oatlands Dental Lounge. Over the years, we have found that each member of the team is welcoming, attentive and thoughtful. Every four months we visit our hygienist who monitors our dental health and helps us…
Patricia Sanders

VIEW MORE
OR
Ask a question
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Dentists in Weybridge

At Oatlands Dental Lounge, we take into account not only your cosmetic wishes and how you would like your smile to look but we also fully assess your teeth and oral well-being to establish your medical dental needs as well. In some cases, it is important that patients receive full-mouth restoration both medically and cosmetically for their overall health and well-being.
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At Oatlands Dental Lounge in Weybridge, we view our practice as an integral part of the community and truly enjoy getting to know our patients and their families. Our desire is to provide dental care that is so comfortable, reassuring and familiar, that a visit to our team-family of dental professionals is always stress-free, informative, and highly satisfying. We go the extra mile to ensure dental specialists can be made available in-house in a familiar and relaxing environment.
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At Oatlands Dental Lounge, we take into account not only your cosmetic wishes and how you would like your smile to look but we also fully assess your teeth and oral well-being to establish your medical dental needs as well. In some cases, it is important that patients receive full-mouth restoration both medically and cosmetically for their overall health and well-being.
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We believe in dentistry that is not only whole-health oriented but actively pursues beautification through Prosthodontic cosmetic dentistry techniques, skillfully performed by husband and wife dentist team, Weybridge Dentists Neil Paryani and Poonam Paryani.
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We are your partners in health, supporting you not only in achieving the very best oral health possible but the most pleasing and self-confident appearance as well.
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Straighten your teeth with Invisalign®
[image: enquer teeth1]  





FORCrooked and Crowded Teeth








Watch Invisalign® animation

LEARN MORE ABOUT INVISALIGN ®  
Get in touch
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×Ask Us a Question
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Contact Us

01932 858 686



	Napier House
	 62 - 64 Bridge Street
	Walton-on-Thames (Near Weybridge)
	KT12 1AP
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